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Amidst the cacophonous voices, the group made up of around ten men advanced on Matthew. The man who led the group even

picked up a handicraft from the table and waved it in Matthew’s direction. Suddenly, Matthew turned around and landed a kick on

the chest of the man who hurled humiliating remarks at Sasha just now. The man was sent flying some distance away directly.

After going through a brutal landing on the floor, he couldn’t even get to his feet even after a long while.

Everyone else was horror-struck by the scene. In fact, all of them were not bold enough to hit Matthew for real because they were

only good at bragging and boasting. At that juncture, Tiger entered the room together with his men. “What’s going on, Mr.

Larson?”

Matthew waved at him and seethed, “These people here caused a mess and they were just threatening to beat us up just now! Drag

them all out and teach them a lesson!”

Tiger went outraged at once. “Dammit, how dare you bunch of a*sholes try to make a mess at our place?! Somebody, come and

drag them all out! Sh*t, I’ll adopt your surname if I fail to make you guys learn from your mistakes today!”

The group of men was so terror-stricken by Tiger’s threats that they all went dumbfounded. One of them appealed urgently,

“President Cunningham, w-we are just here to cancel our orders with your company as instructed by the Pharmaceutical Union,

and we don’t dare to disobey it. I-If you are going to deal with us in such a way, who else will have the guts to do business with

you in the future if people realize this is how you handle your customers?”

Much intimidated by what the man said, Sasha was just about to rebut when Matthew spoke first, “You don’t have to worry about

that because those who are sincere in working with us will naturally carry on with their business with us. But, I can say for sure

that all of you here have lost the rights to work with us in the future! Somebody, drag all of them out!”

Tiger then tugged the bunch of men out of Sasha’s office. Looking anguished, Sasha quizzed, “Matthew, a-are you sure we should

do this? They are only here to cancel the orders, which is a completely normal reaction under their circumstances. If we really

beat them up, the reputation of our company would be adversely affected if things escalate to something more serious!”

In a gentle voice, Matthew clarified, “This time, the problem doesn’t lie with these people but the Hughes. We won’t be able to

solve the issue even though we treat these people politely, unless we deal with the Hughes first. In fact, if we were lenient with

their attitude, they would only have their foot on our necks. They are the first group of people who showed up today to cancel

their orders. How is the company going to continue its operations if we have people coming here everyday to demand their orders

to be canceled? This time, we’re teaching them a lesson to set an example for others, as well as to let them know that they have to

go through the formal procedures before getting their money back. It’s a no-no for them to barge into the company and demand

for money directly!”

Sasha nodded her head slightly and sighed helplessly. “What should we do now? The Pharmaceutical Union managed by the

Hughes has control of 90% of all medical institutions in Eastshire. If all of them were to cancel their orders with us, o-our

company would be finished! We can’t afford to pay the debt even with all the cash our company owns now!”

At that juncture, James, Helen, Demi and Liam suddenly pushed the door open and stepped into Sasha’s room.

“Sasha, why is it so noisy outside? This is a workplace, not a wet market. Is this how you’ve been managing your employees so

far? You have to fix some rules for them to follow, reminding them to be serious during office hours. It’s not appropriate for the

office to be this clamorous,” James criticized, looking annoyed.

The sight of them put Sasha in an even more depressed mood. “Those people who are making trouble aren’t our employees!”

Sasha couldn’t resist but clarify.

“Who are they then? Are they from other companies?” James looked confused.

Sasha waved her hands at her father and said, “Forget it. That’s not something you should bother about. Why are you guys here?”

Demi snapped immediately, “Sasha, what do you mean by that? Is that how you’re supposed to speak to Dad and Mom? Oh, do

you only allow Matthew to be here while Dad, Mom and I are not welcomed? What’s your problem? Do you think you don’t have

to respect us anymore just because you’re the president of the company?”

Helen too frowned at Sasha and asked, “Yeah, Sasha, what do you mean with that tone of yours?”

Sasha was left speechless as she wondered how her random remark could cause so much misunderstanding. Matthew quickly

chimed in, “Mom, Sasha didn’t mean it that way.”

Helen went livid with rage at once when she saw Matthew, as the sight of him reminded her of the 300 million. Pointing at him

with her finger, she chastised, “Keep your mouth shut because we aren’t talking to you!”
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